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Dynamical Models

- NMME(8) Global Model NOAA
- CFSv2(31) Global Model NOAA
- WRF (8+1) Regional Model IDEAM

Statistical Models

- CAM (3) Global Model OLE2
- CPT – Rain gauges (18)
  - Canonical correlation
  - TSM lags and forecast
  - Kendall – Pearson
  - Transformation settings
  - 3 predictor regions
- CPT – CHIRPS (18)
  - Canonical correlation
  - TSM lags and forecast
  - Kendall – Pearson
  - Transformation settings
  - 3 predictor regions
- JAZIKU (3) Compound Analysis

Analogous Method

- Clúster Analysis (1)

Probability

- IRI ideal model
- Seasonal forecast by month

Early-Jun CPC/IRI official probabilistic ENSO forecast
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